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i’ve read some of the earlier stormlight books such as the way of kings, words of radiance and the well of ascension.
none of these books are as good as the next book in the series and that’s oathbringer. this is even better because it
is book three of the stormlight archive series and the series is based on what the reader is reading. this means that
the book continues the story as best we can but by the time the last book comes out we will be able to see more of
the bigger picture. what makes this even more interesting is that, i’m pretty sure that this is the first book that’s in

the speculative fiction genre. as a reader i really like this because i can read about characters with my own
imagination. for instance, if the characters are from a fantasy world i can build a story with my mind and add my own

details on top of a fantasy that’s known. important: read for free on smashwords (the smashwords edition is a
hardback while the printed book is a paperback), but on patreon you will get an early access to the pdf on patreon

tier 1 and from the bookfreeze 1 onwards you can get access to the pdf at no additional cost and will be less than the
purchase price for the printed book on the aws marketplace . crwys and luqia were sent to find the missing arcturus

equus, but not before the iron prophet, maest lune, and his compatriot, oromis, escape the imprisoned humans.
crwys was the one to find them first, but, in a turn of events, it is luqia who happens upon the iron prophet, and her

discovery of his identity marks the beginning of the end of the world.
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pugmarks chapter is now uploaded to google drive. however, the google drive links for that chapter don't work at the
moment, as they need to be downloaded and updated manually. the first two chapters of oathbringer are not
included. until we can get the chapter links working, you can get to the chapter by copying over the pugmarks
chapter to a google drive folder. oathbringer book three of the stormlight archive is the third book in brandon
sanderson’s stormlight archive series and it will be out on april 9, 2013. it will cost $14.99 on kindle and other

formats as well as available in paperback. the following is a link to the pre-order page: it’s actually about two things
but first, the book is focused around celaena sardothien. she is the main protagonist of the series. she’s been labeled

as a sociopath and has a black mark on her leg. she’s also infamous as the fastest female assassin in the world.
second, it’s about terris and elendel. terris is an elven planet and elendel is its ruler and guardian. terris is forced to
accept a master and elendel finds himself having a dark fantasy involving demons. terris and elendel are from the

very beginning of the story a key part to the story and this book provides a lot more insight into the characters. i say
more insight because this is the first of the three books that we will be able to see a lot more detail about the

characters. it also showcases two of the most popular characters in the series that i know of. more insight means
that we get to know them better and it means that they can tell their own story and we get to enjoy it more.
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